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Investment Environment
The building pressure in global equities in late 2015 erupted into a broad-based sell-off
in January and February. Once again, a chief concern was the fear of slower-thanexpected growth in China, the world’s second-largest economy. The negative sentiment
was also reflected in energy market weakness, with crude oil dipping to levels not seen
in over a decade. Later in the quarter, markets regained confidence, with both stocks
and crude retracing earlier losses. Investors also found rationale for bullishness in the
actions of central banks. The European Central Bank (ECB) extended the size and
scope of its quantitative easing program and the Federal Reserve (Fed) lowered its
projected forecast for interest rate hikes. The market interpreted both of these steps as
favorable for risk assets. Despite the March rally, defensive sectors, including
telecommunications and utilities, were among the quarter’s biggest gainers. Financial
stocks in the U.S. and especially Europe lagged the broader market. An array of
emerging markets registered strong quarters, among them Brazil and Russia.
Benchmark U.S. indices fought back to flirt with positive gains for the quarter, but
Europe, Japan and Chinese-related indices remained mired in negative territory.

Performance Discussion
The Fund underperformed its primary benchmark, the Russell 1000 Growth Index, and
its secondary benchmark, the S&P 500 Index. Our goal is to provide consistent
outperformance long term by focusing on what we consider our strengths: picking
stocks and avoiding macroeconomic risks. Stocks are selected by our seven sector
teams, which employ a bottom-up, fundamental approach to identify what we consider
the best global opportunities.
Detracting most from relative returns were the Fund’s health care and technology
holdings. Several of the top individual detractors came from the health care space.
Biotechnology company Regeneron Pharmaceuticals was among the Fund’s largest
underperformers. The company’s stock declined precipitously during January before
stabilizing. Factors included a slow early launch for its cholesterol-lowering PCSK9
therapy, Praluent, combined with worries about a patent case also focused on Praluent.
The case pitted Regeneron and Sanofi against Amgen, which markets a rival PCSK9
therapy. Investors also may have cooled on the stock, near term, as they recognized that
2016 is a year for increased investment in research and development. We continue to
favor the company as we believe it has a strong technology platform and an
underappreciated pipeline of novel antibody drug candidates, two of which will launch in
the next year. The biggest near term launch will be for Dupilimab, a novel therapy for
allergic diseases including severe forms of eczema and asthma, that we believe has
large sales potential. The company should continue to benefit from its lead drug Eylea
for the treatment of wet age-related macular degeneration (AMD), a leading cause of
blindness in the elderly. Eylea’s growth has accelerated recently due to strong data in its
second indication for diabetic macular edema (DME).
Weakness across biotechnology companies was part of the reason behind Celgene
underperforming. Profit taking after a strong finish to 2015 also weighed on the stock.
The company reported 2015 results broadly in line with consensus estimates. 2016
guidance, however, was toward the lower end of the consensus range. One component
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Executive Summary
• U.S. stocks were volatile early
in the quarter, but largely
rebounded as energy markets
strengthened and central banks
extended accommodative
monetary policy.
• The Fund underperformed its
benchmark, with health care
and technology weighing most
on relative returns.
• While aware of risks present in
the market, we see signs of
optimism emanating from the
consumer and energy possibly
finding a bottom.
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of the drag was the expectation of reduced royalties from
Novartis due to the expiration of patents. The company also
boosted research and development spending estimates, which,
while dilutive in the short term, could add long-term value as the
company advances multiple programs into late-stage pivotal
trials. Investors also took note that one component of a strong
fourth quarter was inventory stocking, which may come back to
weigh on first quarter performance. We continue to like the longterm growth potential of the company.
Endo International was a detractor. Endo and other specialty
pharmaceutical companies have suffered from a massive
change in industry sentiment due to Valeant’s problems. Endo
was also impacted by a few of its own company-specific issues,
including concern it overpaid for a couple of drugs it acquired
and slower sales for Xiaflex, a drug used to treat adults with
Dupuytren’s contracture. While there is promise for Endo’s
opioid launched earlier this year, and valuation remains
reasonable, we chose to exit our position in the company.
The lone sector to contribute positively to relative returns was
industrials on account of stock selection. Facebook contributed
to performance. User growth remains healthy and Instagram
continues to gain traction. We believe that management is on
the path to increasing its monetization of Instagram and newsfeed video ads. We expect these trends to continue as the
utilization of these platforms for traditional branding purposes
gains greater acceptance, further catalyzing the transition of

advertising dollars to mobile platforms.
Electronic connector maker Amphenol aided quarterly
performance. Early in the period, the company completed its
acquisition of FCI Asia, and the ensuing integration, in our view,
should provide ample opportunity for realizing synergies and
ultimately improving margins. We believe this transaction is an
example of the opportunity for consolidation in the still highly
fragmented connector industry. The company also delivered a
well-received earnings report, beating consensus estimates in
both revenue and earnings per share, despite a challenging
environment in many end markets. Amphenol’s positive stock
performance stood in contrast to other component makers,
many of which are Japanese and likely were negatively
impacted by the strengthening yen over the period.
Computer and electronic products giant Apple saw its shares
rebound from a weak late 2015 to become one of the Fund’s
top contributors. Much of the recovery, we believe, is owed to
the belief that recently disappointing units data have bottomed
out. Negative sentiment had emanated from Apple’s supply
chain regarding weakness in deliveries. Cautious optimism was
reinforced by the company’s fiscal first quarter earnings report,
which covered the holiday shopping season. The report was
largely in line with consensus estimates and its second-quarter
guidance was not as bad as many had feared. Specifically,
management called out foreign currency headwinds and
weakness in commodities-producing markets.

For detailed performance information or to download a Fact Sheet, please visit www.janus.com/funds

Outlook
Put on virtual reality glasses and you can enter another world,
slay a dragon, say, or soar over the Grand Canyon. Our tech
analyst reported recently about something cooler yet.
Augmented reality uses a different set of glasses that allows
the user to alter the real world. A doctor may be able visualize a
patient’s internal organs by blending X-rays with video images
or a shopper can view a couch in her house before buying it.
While the technology is promising, the name itself is intriguing.
Augmented reality, it seems to us, helps explain global equity
markets. The global economy continues to show signs of slow,
consumer-led growth. The skeptical suggest that central bank
intervention makes that picture no more real than the flight
through the Grand Canyon (but with a true fall when the real
world returns). We are more optimistic: Central banks are
helping but there is underlying strength too. When we one day
take off the glasses, we believe the growth will still be there.
Our optimistic view stems from what we are hearing from our
company and industry touch points. While we note caution, we

consistently hear reports of decent business conditions. Earning
reports generally have not disappointed. Consumer companies
are focusing on cost controls and innovation to drive revenue
growth or to protect margins. The oil sector may have bottomed
as US production declines and inventories of refined products
diminish. Many biotech stocks appear oversold, reflecting the
flow of money out of the sector rather than the potential for lifechanging medical breakthroughs.
Certainly, risks remain. Negative rates are troubling. Last
quarter we warned that oil and commodities were not signs of
an impending market fall. Oil rallied with stocks as the quarter
ended. We allow that it doesn’t prove our point but we are
pleased nevertheless, and suggest that from here markets can
and should hold up even with a near-term volatility in oil prices.
The U.S. election could be a source of concern, especially as
Donald Trump progresses with non-specific policy statements.
“Win-win-win” is likely not detailed enough to assuage
market jitters.
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The backdrop of modest growth leaves the central bankers at
center stage as zero interest rate policies give way to negative
rate policies. The zero-interest-rate-policy (ZIRP) to negativeinterest-rate-policy (NIRP) shift startled markets in Europe and
Japan and wreaked havoc with financial stocks. Persistent
negative rates are problematic for financial firms and for
companies overall. With no inflation, companies will find price
increases difficult and margins under pressure. Without the
power of compounding – Einstein might have been wrong –
individuals will need to save more for retirement and spend less.
Ultimately, central bank policy is about building confidence so
corporates borrow and build things and consumers work and
buy things. Low rates only help if confidence follows.
We can see three possible outcomes. One, China steadies,
slowly depreciates its currency and consumer demand holds up,
while Europe and the U.S. maintain modest growth. We see this

combination as good for equities. Second, the malaise lingers
and central banks keep rates low, positive but close to zero. We
think equities can hold up here too, although we expect
outperformance from companies that are more predictable,
higher quality and growing though innovation or capital
allocation. The third outcome is China rolling over, negative
rates remain in Europe and perhaps come to the U.S., and
deflation, and business and consumer activity turns down. We
believe the best equity option here is consistent dividend payers
offering yield and some defensiveness. Notice how utilities and
telecoms held up early this year when markets seriously
weighed this scenario and traded down.
The last scenario is possible but not our base case, which
leaves us positive on equities. With market valuations, we are
not paying a lot for taking these risks, we think. It means that
better equity markets for the next few years could be quite real.

Top Contributors and Detractors for the Quarter Ended 3/31/16
Top Contributors

Ending
Weight (%)

Contribution (%) Top Detractors

Ending
Weight (%)

Contribution (%)

Facebook Inc

3.03

0.25

Endo International PLC

0.00

-0.51

Salesforce.com Inc

0.79

0.17

Regeneron Pharmaceuticals Inc

0.75

-0.37

Comcast Corp

2.07

0.16

Celgene Corp

1.68

-0.32

Amphenol Corp

1.55

0.16

Amazon.com Inc

2.36

-0.31

Apple Inc

4.35

0.15

Express Scripts Holding Co

1.21

-0.31

The holdings identified in this table, in compliance with Janus policy, do not represent all of the securities purchased, held or sold during the period. To obtain a list
showing every holding as a percentage of the portfolio at the end of the most recent publicly available disclosure period, contact 877.33JANUS (52687) or visit
janus.com/advisor/mutual-funds.

Top Contributors

Top Detractors

Facebook: The social networking website facilitates the
sharing of information, photographs, website links and
videos among family, friends and co-workers. Recent data,
including fast-growing sales, has given us greater
confidence in the sustainability of Facebook’s core product
and thus the advertising market that should accrete to it. We
believe the company will be among the few mobile platform
operators that disproportionately benefit from meaningful
new developments in advertising/marketing models, which
we believe will develop over the next several years. In
particular, we think we are in the early phase of advertising
dollars shifting to mobile, where Facebook is gaining traction
with app developers, direct response advertisers, brand
advertisers and small- to medium-size businesses.

Endo International: While we like the company for its
generics drug business and also for Belbuca, a Schedule-3
opioid that was recently approved by the FDA for use in
chronic pain, we exited our holdings in the company during
the period.
Regeneron Pharmaceuticals: We like the biotechnology
company for its Eylea drug, an advance treatment for wet
age-related macular degeneration (AMD), a leading cause of
blindness in the elderly. We believe Regeneron has a strong
technology platform and an underappreciated pipeline of
novel antibody drug candidates, including a potential leading
therapy for a new class of cholesterol-lowering agents.
Celgene: This global biotechnology company seeks to
deliver truly innovative and life-changing drugs for the
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Top Contributors (continued)

Top Detractors (continued)

Salesforce.com: Salesforce.com is a global cloud
computing company best known for its customer
relationship management (CRM) solutions. We believe the
flexibility and low-cost nature of the company’s cloud-based
offerings give it a competitive advantage over on-premises
legacy solutions.

treatment of cancer and other severe immune, inflammatory
conditions. We see the potential for continued strong growth
ahead for Celgene’s blood-cancer-fighting Revlimid drug
franchise and believe its additional pipeline products could
further supplement this growth. Some of the new drugs that
could become meaningful contributors include Abraxane for
pancreatic cancer, Pomalyst for refractory multiple myeloma
and a recently licensed drug to treat Crohn’s disease. We
also appreciate management’s willingness to utilize free
cash flow for share repurchases and product acquisitions.

Comcast: We like Comcast for its superior broadband
position and leading execution of advanced video
capabilities. We also believe the company’s operational
execution continues to be best in class for its industry.
Amphenol: As one of the largest global producers of
connectors, Amphenol continues to demonstrate strong
returns in what we believe to be an inherently good
business. Connectors represent a large market that benefit
from an increasing use of electronics across a range of
applications without suffering from the types of price
declines typically associated with the semiconductor market.
Amphenol’s products tend to be highly-specialized in many
of its diversified end markets. Further, through the
company’s value-adding acquisition program, it has
continued to grow meaningfully quicker than their peers. The
company’s ability to execute accretive acquisitions proves
especially valuable given the fragmented nature of the
connectors industry.
Apple: The mobile device and computer maker has strong
free cash flows and a large sum of cash sitting on its
balance sheet. It continues to gain market share in personal
computing and remains a dominant player in the smartphone
market. We like the company for its growth potential and
appreciate its commitment to returning capital to
shareholders via dividends and stock repurchases.

Amazon: The online retailer offers a wide range of products,
including books, music, computers, electronics, home and
garden, and numerous other products. Amazon offers
personalized shopping services, Web-based credit card
payment and direct shipping to customers. We believe the
company’s competitive advantages of a low overhead cost
structure, allowing an aggressive pricing structure, and faster
shipping will cause consumers to shift an increasing amount
of their general merchandise spending toward it. We believe
Amazon has significant opportunities ahead, particularly as
they expand into new business lines and geographies.
Express Scripts Holdings: This health care management
and administration services provider is the largest pharmacy
benefit manager (PBM) in the market today. We believe
PBMs will enjoy revenue and margin expansion as a result of
growing prescription drug spend, the wave of generic drugs
and the growth in specialty drug use, which will allow
Express Scripts and peers to accelerate cash-flow
generation and improve fundamental credit metrics.
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Please consider the charges, risks, expenses and investment objectives carefully before investing. For a prospectus
or, if available, a summary prospectus containing this and other information, please call Janus at 877.33JANUS (52687)
or download the file from janus.com/info. Read it carefully before you invest or send money.
Past performance is no guarantee of future results. Call 877.33JANUS (52687) or visit janus.com/advisor/mutual-funds for current month-end performance.
Discussion is based on performance of the Fund's "parent" share class (typically that with the longest history).
As of 3/31/16 the top ten portfolio holdings of Janus Research Fund are: Alphabet Inc (5.50%), Apple Inc (4.32%), Facebook Inc (3.01%), Amgen Inc (2.42%),
Amazon.com Inc (2.35%), Lowe's Cos Inc (2.13%), Comcast Corp (2.06%), Coca-Cola Co (1.84%), Bristol-Myers Squibb Co (1.78%) and Visa Inc (1.68%). There
are no assurances that any Janus portfolio currently holds these securities or other securities mentioned in this commentary.
The opinions are as of 3/31/16 and are subject to change at any time due to changes in market or economic conditions. Janus may have a business relationship
with certain entities discussed. The comments should not be construed as a recommendation of individual holdings or market sectors, but as an illustration of
broader themes.
Security contribution to performance is measured by using an algorithm that multiplies the daily performance of each security with the previous day’s ending
weight in the portfolio and is gross of advisory fees. Fixed income securities and certain equity securities, such as private placements and some share classes of
equity securities, are excluded.
A Fund’s performance may be affected by risks that include those associated with nondiversification, non-investment grade debt securities, highyield/high-risk securities, undervalued or overlooked companies, investments in specific industries or countries and potential conflicts of interest.
Additional risks to a Fund may also include, but are not limited to, those associated with investing in foreign securities, emerging markets, initial
public offerings, real estate investment trusts (REITs), derivatives, short sales, commodity-linked investments and companies with relatively small
market capitalizations. Each Fund has different risks. Please see a Janus prospectus for more information about risks, Fund holdings and other
details.
Russell 1000® Growth Index measures the performance of those Russell 1000® companies with higher price-to-book ratios and higher forecasted growth
values.
S&P 500® Index measures broad U.S. equity performance.
A Fund’s portfolio may differ significantly from the securities held in an index. An index is unmanaged and not available for direct investment; therefore its
performance does not reflect the expenses associated with the active management of an actual portfolio.
Janus is a registered trademark of Janus International Holding LLC. © Janus International Holding LLC.
Funds distributed by Janus Distributors LLC
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